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UK MANUFACTUING SINCE 1964.

Since 1964, Amtico has been the driving force behind 
innovative flooring design. Our specialist design team travel 
the world gathering inspiration which is translated into exquisite 
collections by our team of UK based manufacturing experts.

As it was then and still is today - our goal is to push the boundaries, never 
compromising on styling, performance, service and manufacturing quality to 
constantly deliver beautiful, practical and timeless floorcoverings to help you 
turn your design vision into reality.

”THE CAPABILITIES OF THE IN-HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING TEAM ENABLE THE 
DESIGN TEAM TO CONSTANTLY PUSH THE 
BOUNDARIES OF WHAT IS POSSIBLE IN 
FLOORING DESIGN.”

Karen Quarterman, Product Designer
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Cadence Dune, Stria Sand stripping

Amtico International is part of Mannington Mills Inc; one of 
the largest flooring companies in the U.S. The alliance brings 
together like-minded, global design leaders, each providing 
a rich heritage and wealth of expertise. It reinforces the 
commitment to design quality, performance, customer service  
d the environment through innovate product design.

Mannington Mills Inc, based in Salem NJ, was founded in 1915; the company is 
privately held and employs over 1,700 people across the U.S.

Amtico, founded in 1964, employs around 600 staff globally.
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DESIGN
The flexibility of the product and our 
manufacturing capabilities enable the design 
team to constantly push the boundaries of what 
is possible in flooring design.

We believe that creativity and the search for 
new ideas never stops. So, whether they are 
travelling the globe or being inspired closer 
to home, our in-house design team pride 
themselves on capturing the latest trends and 
translating them into stylish and inspirational 
flooring collections. It is this design ethic that has 
ensured Amtico continues to lead the way in 
flooring design and innovation.
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MANUFACTURING
At Amtico we pride ourselves on our in-house 
design and local manufacturing - it’s what sets 
us apart. We continue to innovate and invest 
in production and have consistently increased 
manufacturing capabilities in our Coventry and 
Atlanta factories.

With manufacturing facilities in the UK and 
USA it is not just the design of our products 
that benefit. By keeping manufacturing firmly 
in-house Amtico can help support the local 
economies in which we are based and deliver 
our products quickly with quality guaranteed.

”For all the years I’ve been here, it gives me so much 
pleasure, I’ve got so much passion – even getting 
up in the morning and coming to Amtico. I feel 
valued, I feel I am contributing.”
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HOSPITALITY & LEISURE
MERL IN  ENTERTA INMENT

Paul Williams, Senior Creative Director, ”Amtico 
has a fantastic range of colours and textures 
that really give our designers the freedom 
to create these worlds, to the best possible 
standards.

When we’re developing a new attraction and 
looking at flooring, we’re looking at durability. 
It’s foremost in our minds because we have so 
many visitors and thousands of people going 
through that attraction every day, it needs to 
look its best and Amtico does fulfill that brief. I´ve 
been to a lot of our attractions that are now a 
number of years old and it stands the best test 
of time.” 
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HOSPITALITY & LEISURE
SELFR IDGES BALCONY BAR, 
B IRMINGHAM

Housed in one of Birmingham’s iconic buildings is the 
latest addidtion to Selfridges’ selection of eateries. 
Sears Balcony Champange Bar resides on the fourth 
floor, offering stunning views over the city’s shopping 
district, the perfect spot to induldge in some luxury.

Selfrdiges are renowned for their quirky and stylish 
stores and this eatery and bar was no execption. 
Local design firm Harrison were tasked with updating 
an existing restaurant working cloesly with Selfridges’ 
in-house team to create a haven in this busy 
department store.
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RETAIL
VOLT  FASH ION, ÖREBRO

In 2006 Varner Gruppen established the chain 
Volt. Volt focuses on boys and men between 
19–35 years of age, who want clothing that 
represents both fashion and lifestyle. 

The ambition is to continue to grow and 
become the leading multi-brand concept store 
in men’s fashion over the next few years.

With Amtico flooring, VOLT were able to select a 
floor that would not just compliment the overall 
store concept but enhance it, both aestherically 
and practically.

The ease of maintenance and superior dent 
and stain resistance make Amtico the leading 
choice for retail establishments.

Inväntar nya bilder!!

Inväntar nya bilder!!
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EDUCATION
UNIVERS I TY  OF  READING

The team at Stride Treglown Bristol chose Amtico 
Signature product - Equator Flow for the two key 
circulation areas in phase 1 of their Reading 
University refurbishment project. Kenton Simons, 
Senior Designer states:

”We wanted to create a very different look and 
feel to the carpeted finishes elsewhere. Amtico 
offered a contemporary design in a good range 
of formats, and the product we chose also had 
echoes of some of the original finishes in the 
building, allowing us to complete our vision of a 
sensitive refurbishment, that added a modern 
feel to the building whilst retaining its best 
period features. The finish is wearing very well, 
with maintence requirments being minimal, and 
we have now specified further Amtico products 
for Pahse 2 of the project.”
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STUDENT 
ACCOMMODATION
SCAPE L IV ING, MILE  END 
LONDON

Scape Student Living provides modern, stylish 
and designer student accommodation in greater 
London locations such as Greenwich, Shoreditch 
and Mile End. Their ethos is to make living and 
studying in London, easy, fun and enjoyable.

Scape East in Mile End, London was opened in 2012 
housing 588 luxury studio apartments. Located 
in close proximity to the renowned Queen Mary 
University and a short walk to the Underground 
station, the impressive complex is spacious, 
welcoming and inspiring, offering students a variety 
of modern on-site facilities. Students also have 
access to a private courtyard garden, free gym, 
TV and games lounge, communal kitchen, study 
areas and two on-site restaurants. Most of the studio 
apartments at Scape East are exclusively designed, 
featuring integrated storage and work space, fully 
fitted kitchenettes, breakfast bars and with stunning 
en suites.
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HEALTHCARE
PIOH FRECHEN CL IN IC, 
GERMANY

On the site of a former brickyard, architect Ben 
Borchmann has converted an old industrial 
building into a modern medical practice. The 
building combines open and contemporary 
ambience with the industrial charm of past times.

“We wanted to create a pleasant and natural 
atmosphere in the whole practice,” explains 
Borchmann. “Especially in medical rooms, colour 
and spatial arrangement can significantly 
contribute to the well-being of the patients.

The floor covering offered a workable solution for 
the whole practice, even with narrow radii there 
were no problems.”
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OFFICE
GOCOMPARE.COM

As the company has expanded so too has its 
workforce, seeing the UK Head Office move to 
new building in Cardiff.

Local interior design firm, Paramount Interiors, 
were responsible for creating the ’wow-factor’ 
around the building from offices and break-
out areas to the contemporary new canteen. 
Amtico Signature’s Glint Void and Glint Orb were 
used to create the stunning backdrop to the 
1950’s themed diner and break-out area.
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CUSTOM DESIGN
Create your own floor, combining products from 
our range in any design of your invention. From 
company names and logos, to large scale 
bespoke plans. The unique cutting nature of 
Amtico Signature allows you to sketch your 
design and our team will turn your vision into a 
reality.

Inväntar nya bilder!!
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RESIDENTIAL
Amtico products are perfect for the home and 
can be used individually or combined together, 
offering limitless options for personalising 
flooring. Our products can provide a stylish finish 
for any home, offering beautiful aesthetics with 
the benefit of high performance.
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AMTICO SPACIA

This collection of 96 products offers a practical 
design solution for commercial projects 
in healthcare, retail, office, education, 
hospitality and leisure, commercial housing 
and government sectors. This collection has a 
durable 0,55 mm wear layer.

AMTICO SIGNATURE

Our flagship collection of 188 products, offers 
the flexibility to create bespoke designs, or 
cut and combine tiles in an infinite numbers of 
ways. With a thicker 1,0 mm wear layer, these 
products offer longevity and are suitable for
high traffic areas in healthcare, retail, office, 
education, hospitality and leisure, commercial 
housing, government buildings and 
commercial spaces.

96 PRODUCTS
43 WOODS, 30 STONES
& 23 ABSTRACTS

188 PRODUCTS
72 WOODS, 62 STONES 
& 54 ABSTRACTS
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AMTICO CLICK

Quick and easy to install onto Amtico 
underlay, Amtico Click provides an 
adhesive free solution. This collection 
of 9 woods and 6 stones has a 0,55 
mm wear layer and is suitable for 
healthcare, retail, office, education, 
hospitality and leisure, commercial 
housing, government buildings and 
commercial spaces.

10 year commercial warranty.

AMTICO FIRST

A light commercial product aimed 
at specifiers and fitters that are 
looking for unrivalled performance 
with outstanding value for money. 
This collection has a 0,3 mm 
wear layer and is suitable for light 
commercial spaces such as student 
accommodation, assisted living, 
sheltered housing and military housing.

7 year light commercial warranty.

AMTICO ACCESS

Specifically designed for projects that 
require a quick installation – Amtico 
Access can be fitted without the 
need for a permanent adhesive. This 
collection has a 0,55 mm wear layer 
and is an ideal solution for areas with 
raised floor access such as office and 
retail environments.

10 year commercial warranty.

AMTICO ASSURA

This collection offers enhanced slip 
resistance that meets the global R10 
safety standard. Amtico Assura has 
been developed to bring quality and 
peace of mind to any demanding 
commercial environment, seamlessly 
blending the latest in technical 
performance with stunning aesthetics.

20 year commercial warranty.

AMTICO MARINE

Specifically designed for marine 
vessels this collection fully complies 
with Modules B & D of the Marine 
Equipment Directive (MED) and 
achieves the Wheelmark approval 
issued by Lloyds Register verification. 
Amtico Marine therefore meets the 
fundamental safety requirements of 
the International Maritime Organisation 
(IMO).

10 year commercial warranty.

AMTICO ENTRYWAY

Make the right first impression with Amtico 
Entryway matting. All of the designs in this 
collection – Ruffian, Recoarse and Take 
Back – feature type 6,6 nylon and scraper 
fibres. This unique combination works 
together to remove soil, moisture and 
debris at the door, preserving the look and 
appearance of flooring throughout your 
building. choose from a range of colours, 
designs and textures which are practical 
yet stylish and perfect for protecting and 
complementing your Amtico flooring.

10 year commercial warranty.
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SUSTAINABILITY
We want our products to make an impact, but not to the environment. Our commitment 
to sustainability can be measured in a number of ways and focuses on improving 
environmental performance:

• Amtico was amongst the first manufacturer in its field to be awarded ISO 14001

•  Amtico has eliminated waste to landfill and is now zero waste to landfill

•  Amtico was amongst the first to remove stabilisers and pigments using heavy  
metals

•  Almost 100 % of Amtico’s production scrap is recycled back into the product

•  Amtico was amongst the first company to introduce no-dressing treatment 
reducing the use of maintenance chemicals

•  Amtico has eliminated waste to landfill and is now zero waste to landfill

•  Amtico is among the first flooring companies to offer post-consumer recycling for LVT

•  Local production in Europe and USA reduces transport energy consumption

•  Amtico Signature products have been assessed and certified as A+/A by the Building 
Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) which provides a 
credible and objective environmental rating for a building’s environmental impact

For more information visit www.amtico.com
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Amtico International
Strömögatan 7
164 40 Kista
Sweden
+46 (0)8 584 233 24
info@amtico.se

www.amtico.com


